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JUST IN TIME FOR THE ALL-NEW TELEVISION SERIES ON AMC! This hardcover features

another 12 issues of the hit series, all in one oversized hardcover volume. Perfect for long time fans,

new readers, and anyone interested in reading a zombie movie on paper that never ends. Collects

The Walking Dead #61-72.
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If you are considering purchasing this book, I assume you are already familiar with the Walking

Dead. This hardcover collection is my favorite way to read and collect the series. It saves so much

room versus buying single issues or the trade paperbacks. The beautiful hardcover protects the

stores and ensures they will last for a while. Each volume contains 12 comics as well as some rare

artwork and commentary from Robert Kirkman and Charlie Adlard. I love how these look on my

shelf and I would recommend them to ANY Walking Dead fan, whether you are brand new to the

comics, or already own single issues or trade paperbacks.....these are THE way to collect, read, and

enjoy them!!
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release! I advise everyone to reading!Best Regard!



Great quality, happy I purchased these.I started reading the Walking Dead very late. I had watched

a few seasons of the show on AMC and decided to pick the books up. These are great 12 book

compendiums. I pulled through each book quickly to catch up on the series and have now moved to

reading these on my iPad when each issue is released.The stories are quite well written and the art

is fantastic.Don't expect the same story line of the show and be willing to put aside reality a bit more

as well.

I started watching the Walking Dead show when it started, and I was interested to start reading the

comic series. I bought book 1 and 2 and learnt very quickly that the comic series is beyond the tv

series and beyond better than the tv series. It has a much larger and better story that is extremely

well developed, the characters are expanded greatly and you love them more than in the show. I

bought finished book 5 and bought book 6 straight after. I waited to know what happened to Rick

and his people after the Governor's war. What I got was not disappointing. I have never been

disappointed with The Walking Dead.Book 6 finds Rick and his group encounter the deadly Hunters,

who are cannibals searching for prey, and a mysterious town that holds peace and freedom for the

group...but for how long.Book 6 expands much on Rick and Carl's delationship, focusing a lot on the

loss of Lori and Carl's transformation in the zombie world. We get introduced to a possibly worse

group of people than that of the Governor, and we see the demise of one of the series most loved

characters. rating is 5/5, it is perfect, couldn't put it down.

Great comic series, great books. This is the story about living dead, about zombies, about running

from them and fighting with them, but much more about the people, about surviving, about caring for

close ones and keeping emotions which make us human, about keeping sanity whn it's hardly

possible and about developing of ourselves in time when the whole world is collapsing.Robert

Kirkman manages to keep the story very interesting through those books, to develop it even more,

to build strong characters, and even to surprise us with some fierce events.This book (the whole

series) is somehow different from the TV show, some characters and happenings are different, so

give it a chance even if you prefer the TV show.I can't wait for the next book, book number 7. I didn't

read regular comic books issues and I'm buying only those HC editions, so the further story is still

unknown to me.

In Book Six, after the prison storyline and its aftermath, the pace slows. Book Six doesn't have the



kind of wow and climactic of the earlier editions. The second half of the book begins a major new

storyline. I won't know how I feel about the storyline that takes up the second half of the book until I

see where it goes.The Walking Dead has always been about conflict between the living, and in

Book 6 Kirkman beings to explore whether surviving in a world where life is nasty, brutish, and short

has worn Rick's group's humanity down to the steel treads.Extras in this specific edition include the

full-color comic book covers, assorted miscellaneous artwork, and musings on the artwork by

Robert Kirkman.Chapter 11 - Fear the HuntersChapter 12 - Live Among Them

ty

Loved it
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